Differentiation of the O and P cell lines in the embryo of the leech. II. Genealogical relationship of descendant pattern elements in alternative developmental pathways.
The p blast cells are a group of embryonic precursors found in the ectodermal cell layer of the leech germinal band. Each p blast cell normally undergoes the same invariant sequence of cell divisions and gives rise to a precisely defined set of uniquely identifiable neuronal and epidermal descendants in the mature leech. In the present paper, various of the p blast cell progeny were injected with a fluorescent lineage tracer in order to characterize the cellular composition of their descendant clones, and the results show that there is a stereotyped segregation of descendant cell fates through the first three p blast cell divisions. Previous work has shown that neurons and epidermal specializations which normally descend from the p blast cell will arise from a different precursor--the o blast cell--in response to ablation of the neighboring P cell line and that if the o blast cell is at a certain stage of differentiation when the ablation is performed it will produce only a subset of the normal P descendants. Comparison with the present findings indicates that under those conditions the o blast cell clone is not simply recapitulating a branch of the normal p blast cell lineage, but rather manifests an alternative lineage in which P descendants exhibit an abnormal genealogical relationship. Thus, even though normal leech development comprises a nearly invariant cell lineage, lineage relationships are open to considerable reorganization under experimental conditions.